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Bombyx cocoon textile dyed navy blue turtle

News from CPALI
It's time to reflect on what we have accomplished this year
and give thanks to our donors and partners for supporting
our work.  Program expansion and farmer inclusion is still
dependent on donor support but that is why we are a non-
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profit. In 2018 we addressed
difficulties obtaining raw materials, increasing worker
efficiency and identifying new markets. Thanks to donor
support, the hard work by the SEPALI team and CPALI
volunteers we have been able to mount all of these
hurdles and are advancing towards our goal of program
sustainability. We are still working to jump them but we
plan that SEPALI Madagascar will be sustainable and
financially independent by 2020.

Raw materials: This year Mamy Ratsimbazafy, the
director and founder of SEPALI Madagascar, began
stockpiling cocoons spun by 4 different species of silk
moth as well as raffia.  In 2017 we had developed a
market for Ceranchia cocoons. However, the price
of vanilla exploded and farmers were no longer interested
in gathering and farming Ceranchia cocoons for a price we
could afford to pay them. As a result, Mamy turned to
cocoons spun by Deborrea, Borocera, and the
domesticated caterpillar, Bombyx mori, (active in areas
where vanilla is not produced) to fulfill new orders with
beautiful results.  Although we had always planned to work
on multiple species to develop new products for new area
in Madgagascar, we had not expected to have difficulty
obtaining the raw materials for products once we had
developed a market. Mamy's work to amass new cocoon
types has turned out to greatly benefit both program
development, by involving farmers in other areas in the
SEPALI Madagascar program, and product development
by allowing us make new types of softer textiles with an
attractive drape.  In the meantime, he also was able to
organize a new worker to deliver Ceranchia
cocoons and hence we are once again we are back on
track to fill those orders!
 
Worker efficiency: 
With increased access to supplies, we now need to
increase productivity and worker efficiency. The SEPALI
team has done an astounding job at filling orders during
the fall of 2018 as well as improved all aspects of their
sewing and weaving skills. A second major advance that
we could not have made without donor support, was the
purchase of an industrial grade sewing machine. Our
product advisor suggested that the machine would allow
us to produce textiles more rapidly with fewer machine
breakdowns. (Mario, one of our most talented artisans, has
had to take the role of sewing machine repair- person and
we would like to put him back to work on textile production
and design). 
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We are still stymied by lack of a stable and affordable
electricity.  In the coming year one of our new goals will be
to acquire solar cells and/or a wind tower and batteries
that will help us generate electricity, on site, for those times
when the electric lines fail. As with all of the activities we
plan, we need to design multiple ways to address baseline
needs.
 
New Markets: 
In the past year we continued to expand our products and
improve on their quality. Thanks to donor support we were
able to send Docey Lewis to Madagascar for a third year
and the results were magnificent. In addition to dyed raffia
textiles, SEPALI team weavers now have had a year of
practice and have greatly improved in their skill and speed.
For the first time we were able to offer hand woven textiles
made from locally sourced raffia that is uniquely dyed.
Those textiles, available in black and natural, red and
orange, and ringtail, are 16" wide and sold by the meter. In
addition, Lalaina Raharindimby, the head of our women's
program, has become an expert in the art of card-weaving
and is able to make beautiful raffia ribbons and train
others.  Her ribbons are made in a variety of colors and
intricate patterns that make them perfect trims for
handbags and sandals as well as jewelry. A second new
product type are silk ribbons made from cocoons as well
as patchwork papers and shaded squares that are
beautiful additions to quilts or art pieces. 
 
Conservation and poverty alleviation: Are we there yet?
Achieving conservation and poverty alleviation are difficult
and long-term goals. Our focus has been on addressing
the needs of local communities and illustrating the
economic value of endemic resource farming and
sustainable cocoon and raffia collection. We are still small
scale but we hope with increased production, markets and
education we are increasing our effectiveness. We no
longer count the number of trees that we plant as a
measure of conservation; if we provide a market for the
cocoons farmers will plant them.  We have not monitored
how our employees use the money they earn, it is not a
culturally approved activity nor is it our decision as how
they use their earnings. We do, however, have serious
farmers and serious workshop artisans who are earning
$720/year in an area where the average yearly income is
less than half that. We focus on building stepping-stones to
ecologically sound and sustainable outcomes even if they
differ from we have previously imagined. We also realize
that we may not see the magnitude of an effect that we
would like in our lifetimes but we are moving in an



environmentally and economically sustainable direction for
the long term.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD
A  Center for Environmental Arts in Maroantsetra?  As you
may remember we supported a wonderful children's
workshop in collaboration with the Rogue Gallery from
New York City and WCS.  The team toured villages where
SEPALI had worked with farmers and held painting
workshops for elementary age students We taught
students how to make paints out of native plants. The idea
was to help students begin to "see" their environment and
notice its colors and patterns.

Building on our art approach, the SEPALI team made
 series of textiles for an exhibit at the Sheehan Gallery,
Whitman College.  Wildlife photographer Nick Garbutt
contributed beautiful photographs of the northeastern
rainforest of Madagascar as well as photographs of the
effects of deforestation on the island; Mandy Coppes-
Martin contributed original  silk sculptures that illustrate the
silk moth's cycle of life; and the photographs of Safidy
Andrian captures SEPALI artisans in action and gives
insights into what the project means to them. We used all
of these pieces to create an exhibition that educates
viewers both in Madagascar and the US about the
environmental issues facing Malagasy communities and
illustrates what they are doing about it. The interest we
seem to have generated has convinced us that exhibitions
that combine art, wildlife biology and development
approaches are valuable and informative and greatly
enjoyed.

Nick Garbutt's beautiful photos



Hangings in Whitman's Sheehan Gallery

Hence, Andrian, Coppes-Martin and the CPALI/SEPALI
teams are partnering to promote a South Africa-
Madagascar collaboration on  the environment, silk art and
the processes involved in producing it.  We have written a
grant proposal to support artists to travel between the two
countries and work in each other's workshops.  Expanding
on this "south-south" art collaboration idea, we would love
to  develop a Makira-Masoala Arts Center!  Wouldn't it be
fantastic if we could establish a fellowship for African
artists to visit Maroantsetra every two years to work with
the team to create new, "environmental" art pieces that
would also lead to farming and crafting new products from
endemic resources for new markets? We think this would



be a great way to get ideas churning both among adults
and children- and better yet if we could use these works to
stimulate discussion and action on  local environmental
issues!  Stay tuned - our creativity has no bounds! 

Lalaina Raharindimby - Head of women's workshop artisans

 News from the Market 
I would like to ask you to consider an old idea while
opening your mind to a new approach to SEPALI
sustainability.  Madagascar remains one of the least
funded, yet poorest countries in Africa. The lack of
infrastructure in Madagascar makes it difficult for the entire
nation to function in any market-based enterprise. It is hard
enough to build market production but to build production
of finished products for fast changing northern markets is
impossible given the facilities available to us. Therefore,
we are focusing on becoming a materials supplier for all
types of buyers. We are thinking, literally, out of the box.



Borocera cocoon shroud

As bit of background to remind you, caterpillars spin
cocoons to protect themselves when they are
going through the very critical stage of metamorphosis
from which they emerge as adults. Mandy Coppes-Martin
envisioned the cocoon as a shroud from which new life
emerges. She designed a 4 foot shroud for a comet moth,
modeled after the shroud of Turin.  It is currently on display
at the Sheehan Gallery, Whitman College.  The comet
moth is a conservation icon of Madagascar and Mandy's
work of art is meant to be a comment on the work
CPALI/SEPALI is doing to conserve species in the face of
island deforestation. 

We decided to extend this idea to produce burial shrouds
to continue build a diverse market that will enable
sustainability for SEPALI Madagascar.  Burial shrouds play
an important role in the funerary practices of many and
cocoon shrouds have a beautiful symbolism.  Jewish burial
ritual requires simple white burial garments regardless of
gender emphasizing equality among people. Islamic ritual
requires plain white lengths of material, regardless of
social status, be used to wrap the body. In Hindu custom
the body is shrouded in a plain white cloth and cremated to
release its spiritual essence for rebirth. Early English
Christian tradition dictates that a woolen shroud be used to
simply contain the body for burial.  

I know that it is difficult to think about a deceased love one
as  a "resource". Nevertheless, each kilogram of dry body
mass releases about 32g of nitrogen, 10g of phosphorous,
4g of potassium, and 1g of magnesium into the soil. Fifty-
five million people die each year in the US; 151,600 people
dye each day. Imagine the ecosystem benefit of interning
the bodies in a celebratory way that returns their resources
to the earth and results in new life. Decaying matter is the
cornerstone of a vast and complex ecosystem that quickly
emerges and flourishes. Indeed, a naturally decomposing
corpse is far from dead; it teams with life as it becomes a
specialized habitat for insects, microbes, fungi, and plant



communities. A cadaver can engender new life and
contribute to ecosystem restoration. A green burial simply
means the body is not embalmed and is buried in
degradable coffin or simply a cloth sheath.  

To plan for a sustainable future and new approaches to
ecosystem restoration, we are developing undyed,
cocoon-silk, burial shrouds.  The textiles are made from
"no-kill" cocoons (pupae are removed and protected to
allow them to emerge as adults, or the cocoons
are collected after moth emergence). All burial shrouds are
sewn with cotton or silk thread.  Hence the shroud is 100%
biodegradable. "Green burial" allows one's "last act" on
earth to engender new life. 
 

"Keeper of the Forest" by Mandy Coppes-Martin

We greatly appreciate your support and welcome your
feedback.



All the best,
 

                                         
Catherine Craig, PhD 
CPALI President  

CPALI, PO Box  398006, Cambridge, MA 02139
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